Formation of the freight trains with a fixed train schedule
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Abstract. The hypothesis of the study consists of the detailed consideration of the process of accumulation of wagons, taking into account the arrival of individual groups of wagons, determination of options for freight trains with a fixed train schedule and substantiation of analytical dependencies that determine the cost of wagon-hours for accumulating trains and obtaining new scientific results on this basis. Their practical use will make it possible to more accurately and reasonably normalize the idle time of cars under accumulation, as well as to clarify the methodology for calculating the train formation plan. The research methodology is based on existing methods and methods of forming freight trains for a rational way of implementing the train schedule. Results of the study: the methods of standardizing the idle time of cars under accumulation were stated, the regulations of idleness of cars at the sorting yard were clarified, and options for optimizing the plan for the formation of trains were proposed.

1 Introduction

One of the most important and complex processes for arranging cars is forming freight trains. The car traffic entering the sorting yard is transformed into an outgoing one by disbanding arriving trains, accumulating trains and forming new trains following the formation plan. The main and most difficult element of the formation of freight trains is the process of accumulating wagons. However, operational science has developed a simplified approach to considering this process and substantiating its parameters, which indicates the need for further development of the theory of train formation.

A study looked through the relationship and capacity of sorting devices with the station's capacity and their impact on wagon downtime. Viewed the station as an important aspect of rail connectivity and that the station affects overall traffic satisfaction and the impact of wagon downtime under accumulation. The main accidents associated with the temporary storage of hazardous substances in the transport industry are examined. In particular, the dangers associated with the presence of hazardous substances in port areas and the sorting of wagons and cargo. The article presents a new approach to the development and management of a new sorting yard, which will lead to the increase in the
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efficiency of all sorting yard operability systems and accelerate freight delivery by automating and optimizing certain processes. The work considered multimodal transportation that can be economical and environmentally friendly. Complex transport processes require planning network flows and developing models at a tactical level, covering several stages and routes of the multimodal network to determine the minimum costs of accumulation, tracing and reliability of operations. The study considers the multistage formation of trains on mixed tracks of the sorting yard; a comprehensive review of the sorting yard operation showed that it is possible to use more efficient train schedules by optimizing many characteristics, including shunting work. The work considers the problem of passing trains through railway stations. The development involves the necessary ways to increase the capacity of both stations and the railway infrastructure of the Netherlands in general. The article considers the problems of forming trains at sorting yards and analyzes the patterns of forming freight trains. At freight stations, the most common problems arise in the management of personnel, goods and infrastructure. The main issue is to reduce the downtime of cars at the train formation station. In the article, he proposed using a software product to control the operation of sorting devices for the rapid and safe formation of trains. In his dissertation research, he proposes an operational planning strategy that will help find a cost-effective wagon sorting schedule and shunting dispatcher, which will reduce the accumulated wagon downtime. The article discusses the optimization of the train formation plan, which considers the combination of single-group trains with multi-group ones. That will reduce the time of delivery of goods and reduce the idle time of the carriage hours under the accumulation of trains. In works, an algorithm is presented that allows you to significantly save time for the formation of trains and reduce its cost by solving problems related to the timely and rational formation of trains, in the context the class of stations is given, and a systematic approach is presented that allows a more accurate division of work between these stations. The articles presented the development of an operational plan for organizing the work of a sorting yard, which in turn optimized production capacity, and also developed a model to minimize the average idle time of cars under accumulation. Presents new methods of forming freight trains at stations and also suggests ways to improve the quality of station operation. Identified various transport hubs, presented the potential needs of railway stations and their interactions with other modes of transport.

2 Methods

In accordance with this, the purpose of this study is to substantiate the varieties of the formation of trains at sorting yards and the parameters characterizing it, as well as the dependencies that determine these parameters and the cost of car-hours for the accumulation of cars. To achieve this goal, it is necessary to solve the following tasks:

- justification of options for the formation of trains;
- study of the parameters of the trains formation at the sorting yards using a fixed schedule for the accumulation of cars and justification of methods for calculating the average daily costs of car-hours for the accumulation of trains;
- development of a simulation model of options for the formation of trains for individual assignments of the formation plan to check the reliability of the established analytical dependencies and justify the values of parameters that cannot be analytically determined;
- justification of the conditions for the use of options for the formation of trains.

The analysis showed that there are various options for the formation of trains at marshalling yards of railways in the 1520 gauge area. In this case, the feature of the accumulation of cars is determined by two factors: the method of rationing the number of
cars in the formed trains (train norms) and the method of implementing the traffic schedule for the departure of the formed trains.

The formation of a train is understood as a system that combines the process of accumulating wagons for train sets and a way of operating the schedule for these trains. It is an accumulation of trains up to a certain point in time established by the train schedule, while the length of the formed trains should not go beyond the established range - the norm of the trains on a fixed schedule.

The most effective way to implement the train schedule is to use it according to the principles of a fixed schedule, i.e. the departure of trains of a certain purpose every day at the same time and their operating along the interconnected schedule threads throughout the route. Therefore, a detailed study of this issue and the determination of the conditions for the possible use of a fixed schedule for the movement at technical routes when forming them at marshalling yards is of significant scientific and practical interest.

Due to the uneven arrival of wagons, it is impossible to ensure the accumulation of all trains to the maximum train norm with a fixed schedule. Therefore, the average value of trains \( m \) will be less than the maximum allowed track capacity \( m_{\text{max}} \) for a certain number of cars \( \Delta m \). The minimum possible dimensions of movement are determined by the average daily car traffic for a given destination \( U_{\text{cym}} \) and by the maximum size of the train (fixed norm) \( m_{\text{max}} \).

\[
N_{\text{min}} = \frac{U_{\text{cym}}}{m_{\text{max}}} \text{ trains} \quad (1)
\]

The length of the train movement that can be put down in a fixed schedule is determined by rounding \( N_{\text{min}} \) up

\[ N_{\text{fp}} = |N_{\text{min}}| + 1 \text{ trains} \]

where \( |N_{\text{min}}| \) is the integer part of the value \( N_{\text{min}} \) trains.

Then the average calculated value of the train with a fixed schedule will be

\[ m = \frac{U_{\text{cym}}}{N_{\text{fp}}} \text{ wagon} \quad (2) \]

and the deviation from the maximum permissible value

\[ \Delta m = m_{\text{max}} - m \text{ wagon} \quad (3) \]

the minimum allowed length of the train will be \( m_{\text{min}} = m - \Delta m \), wagon.

Thus, the actual number of wagons in the formed trains \( m_{\phi} \) can vary in the range from \( m_{\text{min}} \) to \( m_{\text{max}} \) of wagons: \( (m-\Delta m) \leq m \leq (m+\Delta m) \).

If the number of wagons accumulated per train exceeds \( m_{\text{max}} \), then the excess goes to the remainder and participates in the accumulation of the next train. If the number of accumulated wagons are less than \( m_{\text{min}} \), then the train is cancelled, and these wagons in the form of a remainder are transferred to the accumulation of the next train. When the remainder grows, and its value approaches the \( m_{\text{max}} \) value, an additional train is assigned.

Cancellation and appointing of trains reduce the percentage of meeting fixed schedules. On the other hand, the remainder of the cancelled train is distributed over the accumulation of other trains, increasing the size of their trains and increasing its average value from the calculated \( m \) to the actual \( m_{\phi} \). In the absence of cancellations and appointments of trains, a full (one hundred per cent) fixed schedule is implemented, if any, an incomplete fixed schedule, the quality of which is characterized by the established percentage of its completion.
Thus, we can distinguish the following features of the process of accumulating cars with a fixed schedule:

1. The end of the accumulation of a train is determined not by the number of wagons entering the accumulation track but by the fixed departure time of the train.

2. For each train appointment, the possible deviation $\Delta m$ from the average value of the train up and down is uniquely determined.

3. The average value of the closing group is equal to the average value of the incoming group.

4. The need in some cases of cancellation of scheduled and appointment of additional trains.

5. Since the moment of the end of the accumulation of trains is strictly fixed, there may be cases of earlier accumulation of trains. In these cases, there is a downtime of the accumulated trains either in the sorting yard or in the departure yard.

Let us consider a detailed averaged graph of the accumulation of cars with a fixed schedule of train traffic (Figure 1).
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The average value of the remainder of wagons is determined by the expression

$$m_o = \frac{\sum u t_o}{24}$$

where $\sum u t_o$ is average daily wagon-hours spent on accumulating balances; $\Delta m$ is the limiting value of possible deviations of the actual number of wagons in the accumulated trains from the average value of the train size $m$, $\Delta m = m_{max} - m$; $m_o$ is average value of the incoming group of cars; $i$ is average arrival interval of car groups; $T_n$ is average train accumulation period; $m_{max}$, $m_{min}$ are respectively the maximum and minimum possible length of the trains.

There is no downtime of the accumulated train if the moment of arrival of the last group of cars coincides with the moment of the end of accumulation, i.e., at the moment of the end of the last interval of the arrival of groups $i$. The maximum idle time of the accumulated train will be in the case of the arrival of the last group of cars at the beginning of the last interval of the arrival of groups $i$. The average idle time of the accumulated train will be equal to $0.5 \times i$, and the cost of a wagon-hours of idle time on average per day
Downtime under the accumulation of incoming groups of cars is determined by $B_c=12(m-m_{\phi})$. 

Downtime of the remainder of wagons $B_o=24m_o$.

Then the total average daily cost of car-hours for accumulation, taking into account the idle time of the accumulated trains, will be $B=B_p+B_c+B_o=12(m-m_{\phi})+12m_p+24m_o$, or

$$B = 12(m + 2m_o)$$  
$$c = 12(1 + \frac{2m_o}{m})$$  

The considered graph reflects the situation when the number of cars accumulated per train falls within the range. In the real process of forming trains, there will be cases when this number of wagons goes beyond the specified limits. If the upper limit is exceeded, $m_o>m_{max}=m-\Delta m$, the remainder of the cars is formed. If the number of accumulated cars does not reach the lower limit $m_o<m_{min}=m-\Delta m$, then the formation of the train is cancelled, and all these cars are transferred to the remainder, which is subsequently either absorbed by the accumulated trains increasing them up to $m_{max}$, or with an intensive approach of cars increases to such an extent that it becomes necessary to appoint additional non-scheduled trains. In this case, there is an incomplete fixed schedule, the quality of which can be assessed by the percentage of completion of the fixed schedule.

### 3 Results and Discussion

As a result of modelling the formation of trains for each purpose, the following parameters were established:
- actual average train length value $m_{\phi}$:

$$m_{\phi} = \frac{b}{N_{\phi}} \text{ wagon}$$  

where $U$ is average daily wagon-flow; $N_{\phi}$ - average daily total number of trains dispatched ($N_{\phi}=N_{rp}+N_{bn}$).

- actual mean deviation $\Delta m_{\phi}$:

$$\Delta m_{\phi} = m_{max} - m_{\phi}$$  

- average value of wagon remainder $m_o$:

$$m_o = \frac{\sum u t_o}{24} \text{ wagon.}$$  

where $\sum u t_o$ is average daily cost of wagon-hours accumulating the remainder of wagons.

- average daily cost of accumulation $B$:

$$B = 12(m_{\phi} + 2m_o)$$  

- average value of the accumulation parameter $c$:

$$B_c = 0.5 \cdot i \cdot m \cdot N_{rp}^\phi = 0.5 \frac{\sum_{H}^n m \cdot N_{rp}^\phi}{m} \cdot 24 \cdot \frac{m_{rp}}{N_{rp}} \cdot m \cdot N_{rp}^\phi = 12 m_{rp}$$
$$c = 12\left(1 + \frac{2m_o}{m}\right) \quad (10)$$

Simulation of the train formation process showed a large range of the remainder values of the cars at the same $\gamma$ value. The percentage of trains departing on a fixed schedule for the considered destinations was in the range from 70 to 99%. This suggests that marshalling yards are characterized by an incomplete fixed schedule caused by the cancellation of scheduled trains when the train accumulates less than the lower limit of the permissible range ($m_{\text{max}} < m_{\text{min}}$).

The data analysis analysis made it possible to establish the dependence $m_o = f(\gamma)$ as a straight line $m_o = 22.604\gamma - 11.983$ (Figure 2), which can be used to analytically determine the approximate value of the average residue. The value of $\gamma_f$ can be determined by the established stable function $\gamma_f = 1.20\gamma - 0.08$.

Fig.2. Graph of dependence of the remainder of cars on $\gamma$ and $\gamma_f$.

The value of $\gamma_f$ should be used when choosing the appointments of the formation plan for a fixed train schedule. Due to the wide range of the averaged values of the remainder of the cars, the daily costs of the car-hours for the accumulation of cars are expedient to calculate according to the formula (9), using the statistically established actual values of $m_{\phi}$, $m_{\gamma}$ and $m_o$.

4 Conclusions

Thus, to move to a fixed schedule, it is necessary to select the most powerful and stable wagon flows at sorting yards following the recommended values, identify the lines of the fixed schedule and coordinate their schedule along the entire route. Gradually master the fixed schedule, conduct a thorough analysis of wagon traffic, take them into account when calculating the formation plan and link them to the train schedule.

The established analytical dependences make it possible to determine the average value of the remainder of the wagons for the considered options for implementing the traffic schedule without processing statistical studies and modelling the train formation, the accounting of which will contribute to a more reasonable determination of the average daily costs of car-hours for accumulation and the accumulation parameter of cars.
The use of the fixed schedule will allow: to avoid the guaranteed absence of all delays and overlaps, regularity and guarantee of the arrival date, the ability of locomotive crews to work according to personal schedules, simplification of operational planning, etc. These features determine the prospects of this method of operating the schedule.
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